
Course report, BL7047 SP21 Stem Cells in Developmental- and Cancer Biology 

Compilation (students’ survey): 

https://arkiv.kursvardering.su.se/document/survey-report/pdf/0f88810a-92a1-40b1-
abd5-366c0b3b9615?#toolbar=1 

1. Description of changes since the last course and decisions already made since 
last course date (if any was made) 

There are two major changes to adapt the pandemic situation. First, all lectures and 
group discussions were done through ZOOM instead of in the classroom. Second, 
the lab was shortened to four occasions instead of six.  
 

2. The strengths of the course's according to the students 

The format of the course is what students like most over the years. In particular, 
students liked the "flipped classroom" style of teaching. This course has only one 
lecture per week, but contains a lot of self-learning activities during the week and a 
supervised discussion on each Friday. Students commented that such a design is 
more efficient in improving learning outcomes because they need to actively study 
the topics by themselves. In contrast in a classic lecture they just need to listen, 
which makes the study less effective.  
 

3. The weaknesses of the course according to the students 

This year there were several comments on the lab experience, such as unclear 
information in the protocol and tight time for the operation. I think that in general there 
is space for improvement for the lab. However, this year had its own challenging. 
When most of other courses closed the labs, the lab assistants for this course had 
made a great effort to accommodate the pandemic situation. Some confusion was 
certainly due to much less face-to-face communication. Another weakness pointed 
out by the students is insufficient coverage on the “Cancer” topic since the course is 
titled “stem cells in developmental and cancer biology”. However, our teachers have 
discussed this and come to the conclusion that only when we obtain enough 
knowledge on basic research (developmental biology) can we understand better the 
disease condition (cancer). That’s why we emphasize more on stem cells in 
developmental biology and try to connect basic research and cancer stem cells. 
During previous years, we have been inviting an external speaker from Karolinska 
Institute to give a lecture on the topic of cancer stem cells. In the future, we will try to 
elaborate the effort even more.  
 

4. The teachers' analysis of the course's implementation and results 

Teaching in this year is very different from previous years, as we all implement 
remote teaching. Compared to on-campus teaching, remote teaching is not all bad 
but indeed required a lot of extra efforts. For example, in order to keep the lab, the 
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lab assistants recorded the entire lab process and produced a video of it, so the 
students could watch it and get familiar with the process before they came to 
campus. For safety considerations, they also arranged face masks and shields in the 
lab. Another challenge is to engage students during the lectures and group 
discussions. Students were not as active as in the previous years when they could sit 
together in front of the teacher. Some of them did not turn on their video, so it was 
very hard to know whether they were focusing. We were trying to arrange more small 
group discussion in breakout rooms on Zoom to overcome this problem.  
Except for these few negative aspects, I think that overall the teaching outcome is 
comparable to that in previous years. The main teaching methods of the course do 
not rely on lectures but strongly promote self- learning and training. For instance, in 
most of the activities, students were asked to read literature and answer assignment 
questions individually. They were also supervised in small groups (2 students/group) 
to learn and present research articles and writing proposals. Each of the groups 
interacted directly with their supervisor (one of the main teachers). I think that this 
type of plan made teaching in the course easily adaptable from on-campus to remote 
education.  
 
5. Conclusions and suggestions for possible changes in order to develop the course 
and any decisions already made to develop the course before future course dates. 

This course has been running since 2015. I think that both the teaching format and 
content are suitable for master students. After taking this course, most of students 
not only have achieved the learning outcomes (obtaining essential knowledge in the 
field) but also improved skills in scientific communication and research. However, this 
course does not have a final written exam and the final grade comes from each 
student’s performance in all mandatory activities. So, the grading is more complex 
than a classic summative assessment. Sometimes students may forget the 
connection of learning objectives, the everyday learning activity, and the final 
grading. In the future, we will explain this in more details and emphasize it throughout 
the course.  

6. Other comments 

The students with background knowledge in the field of developmental biology or 
similar often copied with the course more easily. They could also better enjoy all the 
challenging activities.  
 
 


